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WinGPC UniChrom Data Preview – Send Measurements directly to Overlay

Very often, it's necessary and useful to compare evaluated measurements or chromato-
grams, respectively, with each other. This can be done most effectively with the WinGPC
overlay mode. Here, it doesn't matter which measurements you want to overlay, old or
actual ones, or in which project your data is stored: Generally, you can overlay everything
you see in the elugram window within the integration limits, there's no further limitation (see
Tips&Tricks #14, Newsletter 02/2002). But with WinGPC Unity, it's a bit time-consuming to
open and overlay single measurements that are distributed over different projects.

The WinGPC UniChrom offers a quicker solution: Review the chromatograms in the
ProjectManager preview and send them directly to overlay without the need to open the
measurements in WinGPC before.

This Tips&Tricks shows you how to manage that.

First, open the ProjectManager  and define the desired containers and projects, if not

done so before (cf. Tips&Tricks #77, Newsletter 02/2012). Then, you can choose a
container and a project on the left. In the project explorer, you can select the wanted login
and out of it a single inject. 

Tip: Logins are sorted by time in the project explorer. The number of injects is
written in brackets behind the date.

Below the project explorer area, the full project path is displayed.
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The raw data signals of all detectors are displayed in the preview pane on the lower right
side together with method information so that you can quickly identify the desired inject.

Press  “Data to Overlay” in the button bar above in order to send the selected

chromatogram directly to the overlay. 

Without the need to close the ProjectManager, you can select any other measurement from
any project and transfer it to the overlay one by one. The overlay mode is active yet, and the
thus created overlay is displayed in the elugram window, actualized with every added curve.

Close the ProjectManager in the upper right corner or click into the elugram window in order
to bring the overlay to the front. In the elugram window menu [Overlay] you can access the
usual functionality, then.  

Hint: The raw data is displayed in the preview, but the elugram within the integra-
tion limit is sent to the overlay as usual.  

Hint: If your measurement has not been evaluated yet, that is no baseline and no
integration limits have been applied yet, nothing can be sent to overlay thus
and WinGPC generates a warning.

Open the respective measurement with  “Data to WinGPC” or double-click

the inject in the project explorer for evaluation in WinGPC.


